Post Session
Self-Care Guide
AFTER SESSION SUPPORT
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POST SESSION
SELF-CARE
Your sessions result in very deep and
powerful transformations and changes
within your body.
A 50 min tapping session was proven to
change 72 genes! YES, your genes are
changing! And the effects can continue for
another 2 weeks.
Following a session, it's normal to feel tired
and in need of a rest! No 1... Be kind to
yourself!
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Nurturing support
Ways you can support your body
to clear out toxins and support
regeneration during this important
healing phase include:
Drink filtered tap water to flush out any residual emotional toxins
from your body
Eat lightly or grounding foods such as root vegetables, leafy
greens and meats
Consume bone broths and drink herbal teas
Grounding (aka being barefoot on the grass)
Go for a Gentle Walk outside in nature
Spend some time in nature to release any negative energy - park,
beach, river, bush, forest, your backyard, go for a swim
Have a shower or have a relaxing bath with Epson salts
(Chemist/Health Food store)
Have a rest or nap
Spend some time meditating or praying
Enjoy some quiet time on your own
Reflect by journaling your experience of thoughts and emotions
that come up for you
Hug a tree or sit at the base of a tree for at least 15 mins
Imagine your legs as being roots of a tree and 'feel' them going
down, down into the ground
Calming or grounding essential oils such as Vetiver, Lavender,
Chamomile, Myrrh

AND MORE
AVOID
Sugars
Alcohol
Doing too much
Processed foods
High-intensity exercise

WHAT IF?
WHAT IF I FEEL HIGHLY EMOTIONAL OR UN-GROUNDED OR UP IN
THE CLOUDS?
In the first instance try the tips suggested in the Nourishing Tips
Section, focusing on water, grounding foods, connecting in
nature, grounding your feet in the grass
Secondly, try tapping on your collarbone point for a few mins and
say the following several times until you feel better
'I am (your name) and I am come back in my body and I release
any remaining energy I no longer need to hold on to day'
If you still feel highly emotional or un-grounded please do not
hesitate to contact me ASAP via email, phone or messenger and I
will help and support you through it quickly. I am here for you!

Hi there, I'm Lisa
HOW IN CONTROL OF YOUR MIND &
BODY ARE YOU?
I know all too well what it's like to be out of balance. This
use to be my story ... but it's not anymore!
I've turned my life around and now help other women to
take back control of their lives, eliminate anxiety, stop and
prevent panic attacks, enjoy restful nights' sleep, feel free of
pain and reclaim their energy levels!
They now experience more fulfilling and emotionally
connected relationships, are present with their families, and
have discovered that balance is NOT an illusion!
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And I know it is all possible for you too!

Unlock the Power
of your own healing!
Book a limited time Clarity Session
with me to discover your next steps

Together let's create clarity around where
you are now, what you've tried in the past
and we'll discuss a plan to help you
achieve more balance!

CLICK HERE NOW!
www.LisaGumieniuk.com

You have all the
resources
available to you!
The next step is
about learning
how you can
access them all!
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Client Feedback
Louise Geary - I was amazed at the seeming simplicity of
the process and how very quickly I was able to drop below
the surface worries to the deep cause of the issue that I
wanted to explore. We worked on healing the pain from
the original childhood wounding and letting it go. In fact
once the understanding and opening to the original pain
occurred, everything shifted. Since then I have been
much stronger emotionally. I have a deep sense of safety
and courage that doesn't require me to force myself to be
courageous, as I used to. And I feel that I am good
enough exactly as I am. I am loved and valued for who I
am, quirkiness, weirdness and all.

Gna - I was able to clarify what was holding me back and
now have the energy and focus to move forward feeling
positive and motivated. The process of clarifying the
problem that had been festering, disarming the distress it
was causing, taking away the learnings, creating a new
story/belief and imprinting this in my being was very
powerful.

Carita Gronroos – I was able to clear the fear/anxiety that I
felt around being me and embracing my power. I’ve had
the deepest sleep and have since gone onto pursue my
dreams.

Megan Chambers – Working with Lisa has helped me to
move forward in areas of my life where I was holding
myself back but couldn’t understand why or what to do
to move past it.

IF YOU WANT MORE
LEARNINGS AND
INSIGHTS...
JOIN THE FREE MINDBODY
RESET & REWIRE GROUP
HERE NOW
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Let's Connect
@lisagumieniuk
@lisagumieniukcoach
@groups/chaostoclarityreset
@lisa-gumieniuk
lisa@lisagumieniuk.com
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